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Go to content Go to footer ONLY THE SCIA KNOWS Two city dwellers are trying to unravel a conspiracy. A jumble of previously assimilated dystopias, animator Christian Volckman's feature borrows from a variety of sources: A hasty list would include anime (mainly Ghost in the Shell), fritz Lang's all-German work, The Shadow-Pulp of Frank Miller's Sin City comics, the retro-
future decay of blade runner and stoner-rock album covers. The biggest comparison this French sci-fi noir will draw, however, will not be to a predecessor, but a peer: A Darkly scanner, Richard Linklater's rotoscoped take on Philip K. Dick's novel. Like Linklater's paranoid android parable, this story of a cop (Craig) coming apart at the seams comes alive over his live action
sequences for maximum graphic-novel effect. While the computer-generated images of Volckman &amp; Co. aren't so fluid; there's an occasional stilt in motion reminiscent of a PlayStation game; Renaissance's graphics are still a technological marvel, full of inky-black nightscapes, and Paris's locales have turned into the urban wilderness of tomorrow. You just wish they had
installed some software capable of smoothing out complex narratives. The film knows its basic genres (tough heroes, femme fatales, bad companies), but it can't seem to organize them consistently. Solid storytelling would have made the tribute graft take; Instead, this Frankenstein-sewn pastiche just makes you nostalgic for what affected you. (Opens par; click here for spaces.) -
David Fear Posted: Thursday, September 21, 2006 The historical and cultural period following the Renaissance is known as the Enlightenment. This period lasted from the middle decades of the 17th century to the 18th century. The Enlightenment is characterized by great revolutions in science, philosophy, society and politics. Many scholars believe that this historical period is the
basis of the modern Western world and the driving force behind the French revolution, which led to a modern form of governance. The basic ideals of this period are based on freedom and equality, which stem from the principles of human logic. Important thinkers of this period are Francis Bacon, Rene Descartes, John Locke, Voltaire, Immanuel Kant and Isaac Newton. Simply put,
the period of the High Renaissance represented a climax. The hesitant artistic explorations of the Proto-Renaissance, which were caught holding and flourishing during the Early Renaissance, break out in full bloom during the High Renaissance. Artists no longer pondered the art of antiquity. Now they had the technology, training and confidence to go their own way, safely knowing
that what they were doing was as good - or better - than anything that had been done before. In addition, the High Renaissance represented a convergence of talents - an almost obscene wealth of talent - concentrated in the same area during the same short time. Amazing, really, considering what the odds are That must have been it. The High Renaissance didn't last that long in
the grand scheme of things. Leonardo da Vinci began producing his important works in the 1480s, so most art historians agree that the 1480s were the beginning of the High Renaissance. Raphael died in 1520. One could argue that either Raphael's death or the Sack of Rome, in 1527, marked the end of the High Renaissance. No matter how it is understood, however, the High
Renaissance was no more than forty years in duration. The High Renaissance happened a little in Milan (per early Leonardo), a little in Florence (per early Michelangelo), smaller pieces scattered here and there throughout northern and central Italy and one too in Rome. Rome, you see, was the place where someone escaped when a Duchy was under attack, a Republic was
being reorganized or one just got tired of wandering. Another attractive feature that Rome has offered artists at the moment was a series of ambitious popes. Each of these popes, in turn, outspent the former Pope in elaborate works of art. In fact, if this series of Holy Fathers agreed to any secular politics, it was that Rome needed better art. By the end of the 15th century, the
scrolls came from the kinds of rich, powerful families who were accustomed to underwriting public art and employing their own private artists. If one was an artist, and the Pope requested his presence in Rome, one headed for Rome. (Not to mention the fact that these Holy Requests are often delivered by armed envoys.) In any case, we've already seen it turn out that artists tend
to go where arts funding is located. Among the papal demands and money found in Rome, the three big names of the High Renaissance were found in Rome to be creative, in some places. The so-called Great Three of the High Renaissance were Leonardo da Vinci, Michelangelo Buonarotti and Raphael. While the Big Three deserve every bit of enduring fame they enjoy, they
weren't the only artistic geniuses of the Renaissance. There were many dozens, if not hundreds, of Renaissance artists. During this period, the Renaissance was happening all over Europe. Venice, in particular, was preoccupied with its own artistic geniuses. The Renaissance was a long, far-fetched process that took place over the centuries. Trained in Florence.Is best known as
a painter, but did absolutely everything else as well. He studied human anatomy through dissection (completely illegal, unless someone was a doctor), and used their knowledge to glorify man. He only believed in what he could observe. He had a Duke (of Milan) as his first protector. beautiful women, most of whom seemed to enjoy delicious secrets. Disliked Michelangelo, but was
somewhat of a mentor (though invisible) to Raphael.He worked in Rome from 1513 to 1516.He was commissioned by Pope Leo H. Trained in Florence.Is best known as a painter and sculptor, but worked in architecture and wrote poetry as well. He studied human anatomy through dissection (completely (completely unless someone was a doctor), and used their knowledge to
glorify God.Believeed deeply and reverently in God.Had a Medici (Lorenzo) as his first protector. Painted women who looked a lot like men with breasts. Disliked Leonardo, but was somewhat reluctant mentor to Raphael.He worked in Rome 1496-1501, 1505, 1508-1516 and from 1534 until his death in 1564.He was commissioned by popes Julius II, Leo X, Clement VII, Paul III
Farnese, Clement VIII and Pius III. He trained in Umbria, but studied in Florence (where he got his diligence and composition skills studying the works of Leonardo and Michelangelo). She is best known as a painter, but worked in architecture as well. He studied human anatomy only to the extent that his evidence was proportionally correct. Believed in God, but do not alienate the
Humanists or Neo-Platonists.Had, as his first protectors, those who really wanted either Leonardo or Michelangelo (whose time, respectively, was being monopolized by their patrons), but settled on Raphael.Painted beautiful, gentle, calm women in a polite way. Idolized Leonardo and managed to get along with Michelangelo (no mean feat, that). He worked in Rome from 1508
until his death in 1520.He was commissioned by Popes Julius II and Leo X. Florence, or Firenze as he is known to those who live there, was the cultural focus for the art of the Early Italian Renaissance, the beginning of the career of many prominent artists in 15th century Italy. In an earlier article on the Proto-Renaissance, several Republics and Duchies in northern Italy were also
mentioned as artist-friendly. These positions were quite serious in competing with each other for the most glorious political gem, among other things, which kept many artists happily employed. So how did Florence manage to take the center of the stage? It was all about five contests between the regions. Only one of them was specific to art, but it was all important for art. In most
of 15th century (and 14th century, and all the way back to the 4th century) Europe, the Roman Catholic Church had the final say on everything. That is why it was of major importance at the end of the 14th century to have rival Papes. During what is called the Great Schism of the West, there was a French pope in Avignon and an Italian pope in Rome and each had different
political allies. Having two Papas was unacceptable; to a pious believer, it was like being a helpless passenger in an accelerating, driverless car. A conference was called to resolve the issues, but its result in 1409 saw a third pope installed. This situation lasted for a few years until a pope settled up in 1417. As a bonus, the new pope took to restoring his in the Papal States. This
meant that all the (significant) funding/tenth to the Church was once again flowing into a fund, with the papal bankers in Florence. Florence has already had a long and prosperous history since the 15th century, with fortunes in wool and banking. Transactions. in the 14th century, however, the Black Death exterminated half the population and two banks succumbed to bankruptcy,
which led to civil unrest and occasional hunger combined with episodic new outbreaks of the plague. These disasters certainly shook Florence, and its economy was a little unstable for a while. First Milan, then Naples and then Milan (again) tried to annex Florence, but the Florentines were not going to be dominated by external forces. Without an alternative, they repelled both
Milan and naples' unwanted progress. As a result, Florence became even more powerful than it had pre-Plague and went on to secure Pisa as its port (a geographical element Florence had not previously enjoyed). The humanists had the revolutionary notion that people, supposedly created in the image of the Judeo-Christian God, had the capacity for rational thought to some
meaningful end. The idea that people could choose autonomy had not been expressed in many, many centuries, and raised a bit of a challenge to blind faith in the Church. The 15th century saw an unprecedented increase in humanitarian thinking because humanists began to write productively. Most importantly, they also had the means (printed documents were new technology!)
to distribute their words to an ever-expanding audience. Florence had already established itself as a haven for philosophers and other men of the arts, so of course it continued to attract the great thinkers of the day. Florence became a city in which scholars and artists freely exchanged ideas, and art became more alive for it. Those smart Medici! They had started the family fortune
as wool merchants, but soon realized that the real money was in the banking sector. With skill and ambition, they became bankers in most of today's Europe, amassed impressive wealth, and were known as the prominent Florence family. One thing tarnished their success, though: Florence was a Republic. The Medici could not be his kings or even his rulers -- not officially, that is.
While this may have presented an insurmountable obstacle to some, the Medici were not the ones for hand-wringing and indecision. During the 15th century, the Medici spent astronomical sums of money on architects and artists, who built and decorated Florence to the great delight of all who lived there. The sky was the limit! Florence even got the first public library since
Antiquity. The Florentines were out of their mind with love for their benefactors, the Medici. What about the Medici? They have to run the show that Florence was. Unofficially, of course. Perhaps their patronage was self-interest, but the reality is The Medici almost signed the Early Renaissance on their own. Because they were Florentine, and there they spent their money, artists
flocked to Florence. Florence opened the 15th century with what we now referred to as a juried contest in sculpture. There was -and is-a huge cathedral in Florence known as Duomo, whose construction began in 1296 1296 continued for almost six centuries. Next to the cathedral was/is a separate structure called the Baptistry, whose purpose, apparently, was for baptisms. In the
14th century, the proto-Renaissance artist Andrea Pisano performed a pair of huge bronze doors on the eastern side of the Baptist. These were modern wonders at the time, and she became quite famous. Pisano's original bronze doors were so successful that the Florentines decided it would be a great thing entirely to add another pair to the Baptistry. To this end, they created a
competition for sculptors (of any medium) and painters. Every talented soul was welcome to try his hand at the subject assigned to him (a scene depicting Isaac's sacrifice), and many did. In the end, though, it came down to a competition of two: Filippo Brunelleschi and Lorenzo Ghiberti. Both had similar styles and skills, but the judges chose Giberty. Giberti got the commission,
Florence got more impressive bronze doors and Brunelski turned his formidable talents into architecture. It was really one of those win-win-win situations, a great new development in art, and another feather in florence's metaphorical cap. There were five competitions that propelled Florence to the forefront of the cultivated world, which then began the Renaissance to the point of
no return. Looking at each in turn, the five influenced Renaissance art in the following ways: The Church, stabilized and united once again under a pope, provided artists and architects with a seemingly endless supply of theme material. Cities and towns have always needed new or improved churches, and churches have always been on the lookout for better works of art with which
to adorn themselves. Important persons passed forever and demanded the appropriate final resting places (elaborate tombs). Florence coveted the best of these churches and tombs. Florence, having proved to be at least equal to her neighbours, was not content to rest on her laurels. No, Florence was determined to get over them all. This meant building, decorating, and
embellishing what was already there, which meant plenty of lucrative employment. Humanism, who found a welcoming home in Florence, gave some important gifts to the arts. First, nudes were once again an acceptable subject. Secondly, portraits should no longer be saints or other biblical figures. Portraits, beginning in the early renaissance, could be painted of real people.
Finally, the landscape also crept into fashion-again, due to the fact that humanitarian thinking was broader than strictly religious thought. The Medici family, which could not spend all their money if they tried, funded all kinds of artists' academies and workshops. The best artists who came and taught attracted even more talent until you could hardly swing a cat, as they say, without
hitting an artist. And, given that the Medici were willing to glorify Florence, the artists were kept busy, paid, fed and appreciated... just ask any any what a happy situation this is! Finally, the door competition made it possible, for the first time, for artists to enjoy fame. That is, the heady, dizzying personal kind of fame we usually hold for actors or sports personalities today. Artists
went from glorifying artisans to real celebrities. It is no wonder that Florence began the careers of Brunelleschi, Ghiberti, Donatello, Masaccio, della Francesca, and Fra Angelico (to name but a few) in the first half of the 15th century alone. The second half of the century produced even bigger names. Alberti, Verrocchio, Ghirlandaio, Botticelli, Signorelli, and Mantegna were all of
Florence's school and found lasting fame in the Early Renaissance. Their students, and students, found the greatest renaissance reputation of all (though you should visit with Leonardo, Michelangelo, and Raphael when discussing the High Renaissance in Italy. Remember, if the art of early rebirth comes up in conversation or in a test, stick a small (not too self-satisfied) smile up
and confidently mention/write something in the direction of Ah! Florence of the 15th century— what a glorious period for art!
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